Theoretical Investigation of Excited States of Large Polyene Cations as Model Systems for Lightly Doped Polyacetylene
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Abstract: Electronic excitations of polyene cations with chain lengths of up to 101 CH units were investigated as model systems for lightly doped polyacetylene (PA). Since high level ab initio calculations such as complete active space perturbation theory (CASPT2) are limited to systems with about 14 CH units, the performances of time-dependent Hartree–Fock (TDHF) and time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) were evaluated. It turned out that TDDFT excitations energies are much more accurate for polyene cations than for neutral polyenes. The difference between TDHF and TDDFT excitation energies for the first allowed excited state of C_{49}H_{51}^+ is only 0.30 eV with pure DFT and 0.21 eV with a hybrid functional. For open-shell systems, pure DFT is found to be superior to DFT-hybrid functionals because it does not suffer from spin-contamination. Pure TDDFT excitation energies and oscillator strengths for small open-shell polyene cations compare well with high level ab initio results. Excitation energies are found to be almost independent of the geometry, i.e., the size of the defect. Localization of the defect, however, shifts oscillator strengths from the HOMO–LUMO transition to higher lying excited states of the same symmetry. Lightly doped PA is predicted to exhibit several strong absorptions below 1 eV.

Introduction

Polyenes are model compounds for polyacetylene (PA) that can be used to investigate intrachain contributions to optical and electronic properties of conducting polymers. PA (Scheme 1) is a semiconductor that increases its conductivity to 10^5 S/cm when it is oxidized or p-doped. The changes induced during doping can be monitored by in situ UV-spectroscopy. Undoped PA has a strong absorption peak at 1.9 eV, which is attributed to an intrachain $\pi-\pi^*$-transition. Upon doping with iodine or arsenic pentafluoride, a new broad band between 0.65 and 0.75 eV appears, while the intraband transition at 1.9 eV decreases in intensity. There is no shift of the $\pi-\pi^*$-transition during doping. Effects of donor doping with Na are indistinguishable from those of acceptor doping.

Heterocyclic conjugated organic polymers such as polythiophene (PT) and polypyrrole (PP) (Scheme 1) behave somewhat different. Doping with perchlorate leads to decrease of the intensity of the $\pi-\pi^*$-transition at 2.7 eV of neutral PT and a shift of the interband transition to higher energy. At the same time two new features at 0.7–0.9 and 1.5–1.8 eV are produced. Electrochemically produced PP is obtained in its oxidized form and shows two absorption bands at 1.0 and 2.7 eV. During reduction, a band appears at 3.6 eV that moves to lower energy. The neutral polymer has its maximum absorbance at 3.2 eV. The shifting of the
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The existence of bipolarons has been questioned in experimental studies on polyene and on oligothiophene cations.\(^{19–34}\) At higher levels of theory, the size of the defects in the absence of counterions tends to increase\(^{35}\) and bipolarons become unstable with respect to two polarons.\(^{36–38}\) As an alternative to bipolaron formation, \(\pi\)-dimers of radical cations have been shown to be stable when solvent effects are included in the theoretical treatment.\(^{39,40}\)

Since experimental and theoretical studies raise some doubt about the nature of the sub-band transitions in doped conducting polymers and since high level theoretical investigations were carried out only up to decapentaene and terthiophene cations, it seems worthwhile to have a fresh look at optical properties of conducting polymers employing ab initio methods and density functional theory (DFT). The aim is to investigate effects of doping on the geometry and electronic structure and to analyze the influence of geometry changes on UV spectra of long oligomers with degenerate and with nondegenerate ground states. Finally the question why PA shows one sub-band feature in the UV spectrum while most other conducting polymers show two is addressed. Toward this aim detailed investigations of positively and negatively charged polyenes, thiophene and pyrrole oligomers in the absence and in the presence of counterions were initiated. Self-localization is investigated on longer oligomers than previously, and the effect of localization on excitation spectra is studied. In the present investigation an appropriate theoretical level for calculating excited states of long conjugated cations is searched for. It will be shown that time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT), which was shown to be promising for open-shell systems,\(^{41}\) does not deteriorate for cations in the long chain limit as it does for neutral polyenes.\(^{42–47}\) Therefore polyene cations with chain lengths up to \(C_301H_{103}\) could be treated. It turned out that acetylene, thiophene, and pyrrole oligomer cations give rise to two low-energy transitions. The high-energy feature is strong; the low-energy feature is weak. The difference between PA and PT or PP is that only for PA the energy difference between highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is almost identical for \(\alpha\)- and \(\beta\)-electrons in open-shell monocations. As a result, the intensity of the low-energy feature of PA is so small that the peak is invisible, and the spectrum shows only one sub-band transition. In this investigation acetylene oligomers are discussed in detail. Oligothiophenes, oligopyrroles, dications, and \(n\)-doped species will be considered in forthcoming publications.

**Methods**

Polyene cations were investigated with DFT and with ab initio methods. Only one kind of basis set, Stevens-Basch-Krauss pseudopotentials in combination with polarized split valence basis set (CEP-31G\(^*\)),\(^{38–39}\) was used throughout. This basis set has been tested extensively and has been shown to yield reliable results for geometries and excited states of neutral polyenes as well as other conjugated oligomers.\(^{43,51–54}\) As cations and excited states of cations have compact electron densities,\(^{15}\) this basis set is sufficient for all properties of interest in the present investigation.
Table 1. Bond Lengths of C13H15 and C14H16 Starting at the Chain Ends at Different Levels of Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CASSCF</th>
<th>pure DFT</th>
<th>DFT-hybrid</th>
<th>MP2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C13H15</td>
<td>1.373</td>
<td>1.370</td>
<td>1.387</td>
<td>1.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14H16</td>
<td>1.469</td>
<td>1.475</td>
<td>1.455</td>
<td>1.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13H15</td>
<td>1.385</td>
<td>1.375</td>
<td>1.406</td>
<td>1.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14H16</td>
<td>1.451</td>
<td>1.471</td>
<td>1.438</td>
<td>1.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13H15</td>
<td>1.403</td>
<td>1.376</td>
<td>1.417</td>
<td>1.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14H16</td>
<td>1.428</td>
<td>1.469</td>
<td>1.427</td>
<td>1.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13H15</td>
<td>1.376</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.401</td>
<td>1.377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14H16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.389</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For ab initio calculations, Møller-Plesset perturbation theory\(^\text{55}\) up to second order (MP2) and the complete-active-space self-consistent-field (CASSCF) method\(^\text{56}-\text{61}\) were employed. The size-limit for CASSCF for us is 14 electrons and 14 orbitals for closed-shell systems and 13 electrons and 13 orbitals for open-shell species. For the largest even-numbered open-shell cation C14H14\(^+\) that could be treated, it was therefore necessary to remove the highest unoccupied \(\pi\)-orbital from the active space. Comparison with C12H12\(^+\) that could be treated fully shows that the error introduced by using the limited active space is small. With MP2 our size limit is around C16H17\(^+\) for closed-shell species. With DFT it is possible to optimize species with well over 100 CH units, so that all structures and defects are converged with respect to chain length.

For DFT calculations, two types of functionals were compared. For closed-shell systems, Becke’s three-parameter hybrid functional\(^\text{62}\) with 30% of Hartree–Fock exchange\(^\text{53}\) combined with Perdew’s 86 correlation functional (P86)\(^\text{63}\) works well. Because of problems with spin-contamination, excitation energies of open-shell species are better modeled without Hartree–Fock exchange. For these calculations, Becke’s gradient corrected functional\(^\text{64}\) combined with P86 was used. The two functionals will be referred to as B3P86-30% or DFT-hybrid and BP86 or pure DFT. Excited-state calculations were carried out at the time-dependent Hartree–Fock (TDHF) and (TDDFT) levels\(^\text{65}-\text{67}\). TDHF and TDB3P86-30% excited-state calculations were done on the same geometries, optimized at B3P86-30%/CEP-31G* since there is a dependence of excitation energies on bond length alternation (BLA). Since HF overestimates BLA\(^\text{68}\), excitation energies are overestimated when HF geometries are used.\(^\text{44}\) Pure-DFT calculations on cations are based on BP86 and on B3P86-30% geometries. All calculations were carried out with Gaussian 03 revisions C0.2\(^\text{69}\) and D0.1.\(^\text{70}\)

Results and Discussion

Geometries. Neutral Polyenes. To compare the performance of CASSCF, MP2, and DFT for open- and closed-shell systems, C13H15 and C14H16 were optimized in their neutral states (Table 1). For the CASSCF calculation all \(\pi\)-orbitals and \(\pi\)-electrons are included in the active space. CASSCF includes only nondynamic correlation, MP2 includes mainly dynamic correlation, and DFT accounts for some of both. For closed-shell systems, MP2 should be the best of the three methods, since it is known to give excellent geometries for closed-shell ground states.\(^\text{71}\) For open-shell species, MP2 is not reliable because it is based on the spin-contaminated HF wave function. Pure DFT is known to underestimate bond lengths alternation (BLA)\(^\text{68,72}-\text{74}\) but does not suffer from spin-contamination. Hybrid functionals are extremely popular since many of the shortcomings of pure DFT can be ameliorated by adding a certain amount of HF exchange. The most used hybrid functional is B3\(^\text{62}\) which contains 20% of HF exchange. However, B3 in connection with Lee–Yang–Parr (LYP)\(^\text{75}\) correlation functional was found to generate excessively delocalized defects on PA chains.\(^\text{35}\) It has also been shown previously that increasing the amount of HF exchange improves the performance of DFT-hybrid with respect to band gaps.\(^\text{52,53,68}\) Therefore 30% of HF exchange will be used throughout.

With DFT single and double bond lengths are both about 0.01 Å shorter than with MP2. Double bond lengths are actually similar to those at CASSCF. Pure DFT produces identical single bond lengths compared to DFT-hybrid but longer double bonds. There are no experimental data for C13H15 and C14H16. For hexatriene and octatetraene the experimental central double lengths are 1.368 Å and between 1.327 and 1.354 Å according to Choi et al.\(^\text{68}\) That the double bond in octatetraene is shorter than in hexatriene is counterintuitive and indicates that there might be substantial experimental uncertainty. The DFT-hybrid/CEP-31G* values are 1.368 and 1.371 Å. The experimental single bond values are 1.457 for hexatriene and between 1.435 and 1.451 Å for octatetraene.\(^\text{68}\) The DFT-hybrid/CEP-31G* values are 1.463 and 1.455 Å. Thus the present DFT-hybrid geometries are in reasonable agreement with experiment, theoretical bond lengths tending to be a bit longer.

Comparing results at CASSCF and MP2 levels for closed-shell C13H16 shows that BLA is overestimated at CASSCF (0.093 Å) compared to MP2 (0.068 Å). The difference arises in equal amounts from shorter single and longer double bonds. With DFT-hybrid, BLA (0.071 Å) is similar to that at MP2. For long polyenes, BLA converges to 0.058 Å with MP2, to 0.062 Å with DFT-hybrid, and to 0.023 with pure DFT. The experimental value for PA is about 0.08 Å.\(^\text{76,77}\)

Comparing open-shell C13H15 with closed-shell C14H16 at the CASSCF level indicates that radicals have longer double and shorter single bonds than closed-shell polyenes. The difference for C13H15 and C14H16 is 0.04 Å for the terminal double bond. With the DFT-hybrid functional, the radical has a 0.08 Å longer terminal double bond. In contrast, the terminal double bond contracts by 0.21 Å at the MP2 level. The difference between CASSCF and DFT-hybrid is probably due to the more delocalized defect with DFT. The strong contraction of the double bond at MP2 is unexpected. Considering the high spin contamination of the MP2 wave function for C13H15 with an expectation value of the \(<S^2>\) operator of 2.35 instead of 0.75, the MP2 result seems unreliable.

Odd-Numbered Polyene Cations. Odd-numbered polyene cations were investigated in the absence and in the presence of one Cl\(^-\) counterion. Cl\(^-\) was chosen as a model for iodine doping, which involves I\(^-\) and I\(^5-\) ions.\(^\text{78}\) Cl\(^-\) also forms during geometry optimization when three separate Cl
Atoms are placed next to chain. Only one kind of counterion was used here since experimental results as well as test calculations agree that changes upon doping are independent of the nature of the dopant ion. Odd-numbered polyene cations and polyene-Cl\textsubscript{3} complexes are closed-shell singlets. Therefore MP2 geometries are expected to be reliable.

Geometries of C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15}\textsuperscript{+} at CASSCF, pure DFT, DFT-hybrid, and MP2 are summarized in Table 2. Removing one electron from C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15} converts the radical into a closed-shell cation. This change is associated with relatively small changes in bond lengths. Comparing data from Tables 1 and 2 shows that CASSCF, pure DFT, and DFT-hybrid agree that bond lengths tend to decrease upon ionization. The changes decrease in the order CASSCF < DFT-hybrid < pure DFT. Only MP2 predicts substantial increases in certain bond lengths. This problem is caused by problems of MP2 with the C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15} radical. Compared to MP2, CASSCF predicts longer single and shorter double bonds for C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15}\textsuperscript{+}. This shows that dynamic correlation is necessary to predict accurate BLA. CASSCF geometries are therefore not very accurate but useful to evaluate closed- and open-shell systems on equal footing. Like for neutral polyenes, DFT-hybrid and MP2 predict similar BLA for C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15}\textsuperscript{+}. MP2 and DFT-hybrid are the methods of choice for closed-shell cations.

In Figures 1 and 2, changes in bond lengths compared to neutral C\textsubscript{40}H\textsubscript{42} at MP2 (diamonds), DFT-hybrid (squares), and pure DFT (triangles) levels of theory.

**Table 2.** Bond Lengths of C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15}\textsuperscript{+} and C\textsubscript{14}H\textsubscript{16}\textsuperscript{+} Starting at the Chain Ends at Different Levels of Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond Lengths Changes in Å</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15}\textsuperscript{+}</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{14}H\textsubscript{16}\textsuperscript{+}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15}\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>1.372</td>
<td>1.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{14}H\textsubscript{16}\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>1.386</td>
<td>1.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15}\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>1.367</td>
<td>1.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{14}H\textsubscript{16}\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>1.448</td>
<td>1.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15}\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>1.387</td>
<td>1.397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{14}H\textsubscript{16}\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>1.427</td>
<td>1.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15}\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>1.401</td>
<td>1.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{14}H\textsubscript{16}\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>1.410</td>
<td>1.403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{15}\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>1.413</td>
<td>1.411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{14}H\textsubscript{16}\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>1.420</td>
<td>1.415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Changes in bond lengths of C\textsubscript{41}H\textsubscript{43}\textsuperscript{+} compared to neutral C\textsubscript{40}H\textsubscript{42} at MP2 (diamonds), DFT-hybrid (squares), and pure DFT (triangles) levels of theory.

Figure 2. Changes in bond lengths of C\textsubscript{41}H\textsubscript{43}–Cl\textsubscript{3} compared to neutral C\textsubscript{40}H\textsubscript{42} at MP2 (diamonds), DFT-hybrid (squares), and pure DFT (triangles) levels of theory.

Scheme 4

The counterion is placed in the molecular plane in the vicinity of the hydrogen atoms (Scheme 4), since this conformation is lower in energy than the one with the counterion above the chain. The structures are fully optimized within C\textsubscript{2v} symmetry. Charge transfer between polyene and counterion is virtually complete with natural populations (NPA) of +0.97 e (MP2) and +0.96 e (DFT-hybrid) on the polyene chain. Figures 1 and 2 show that MP2 and DFT-hybrid lead to very similar changes in bond lengths. In the absence of a counterion, all bonds are involved in changes, but the major effect is observed at the center of the molecule. Pure-DFT gives a similar result at the chain ends and therefore a similar defect size. The response to charging in the middle of the chain is significantly less with pure DFT than with the other two methods. The reason for this is that neutral C\textsubscript{40}H\textsubscript{42} is more delocalized with pure DFT, having BLA of only 0.023 Å (compared to 0.058 Å and 0.062 Å with MP2 and DFT-hybrid). Compared to DFT-hybrid the decreased BLA is due to longer double bonds.

In the presence of Cl\textsubscript{3}–, the defect is more localized. With MP2 the first five bonds are unaffected, with DFT, hybrid and pure, the first three bonds show no changes and the next four change very little. Defect sizes are therefore again similar with all three methods. At the center of the complex, DFT-hybrid leads to a slightly larger increase of the double
bond lengths than MP2, and pure DFT leads to a much smaller response because of the small BLA of C_{40}H_{42}.

The defect size in the absence of a counterion was determined to be about 36 CH units at the MP2/6-31G level. B3LYP produced excessively delocalized defects. In contrast, DFT employing a hybrid functional with 30% of HF exchange provides similar defect sizes compared to MP2. For systems longer than C_{41}H_{43}, MP2 becomes prohibitively expensive, and DFT-hybrid geometries can be used without loss of accuracy. For example in Figure 3, the defect size is evaluated for C_{101}H_{103}^+ and C_{101}H_{103}^+-Cl_{3} at the DFT-hybrid level. For the naked cation, the first six bonds are completely unchanged compared to those in neutral C_{102}H_{104}. The next ten bonds change by only ±0.001 Å. This indicates that the defect size is about 40 CH units.

Since more localized defects are obtained with HF, MP2/6-31G, and with semiempirical methods, and since forces during the geometry optimizations are very small, it seemed plausible that the differences are caused by very flat potential energy surfaces rather than the failure of certain methods. To investigate how big the energy lowering due to localization is, the counterions were removed, and single point energies were calculated on the geometries optimized in the presence of counterions. With DFT the energy difference is 1.66 kcal/mol for C_{33}H_{35}^+ and 1.89 kcal/mol for C_{41}H_{43}^+. At the MP2 level, the energies of the C_{13}H_{15}^+ with localized and delocalized defect differ by 2.14 kcal/mol or 0.06 kcal/mol per CH unit. Thus a segment size of about 15 CH units is required to obtain an energy difference of 1 kcal/mol. Extremely high levels of theory are required, if chemical accuracy of 1 kcal/mol is to be achieved. It is therefore not surprising that semiempirical methods and HF theory give results that differ from those at higher theoretical levels. With energy differences that small, theoretical methods well beyond MP2 are required to give a final answer about the size of the defects. Such calculations are out of the question for systems long enough to have defect sizes converged with respect to chain lengths. The same sobering conclusion was drawn for neutral soliton defects in PA. Thus in contrast to the generally believed strong electron phonon coupling, high level ab initio calculations point toward very flat potential energy surfaces of doped conducting polymers.

**Even-Numbered Polyene Cations.** Calculating even-numbered long chain polyene cations is problematic at the MP2 level and with DFT-hybrid because spin-contamination increases dramatically with increasing chain length. CASSCF and pure DFT do not suffer from spin-contamination but the former overestimates, the latter underestimates BLA. Therefore, one should expect CASSCF and pure DFT to bracket the changes upon ionization. CASSCF calculations including 13 π-electrons and 13 π-orbitals in the active space were carried out for C_{13}H_{16}^+. Results at CASSCF, pure DFT, DFT-hybrid, and MP2 are compared with those for C_{13}H_{15}^+ in Table 2.

Removing one electron form C_{14}H_{16} converts a closed-shell system to a radical cation. This leads to significant changes in bond lengths. CASSCF, pure DFT, and DFT-hybrid predict decrease in BLA, lengthening of the double bonds and shortening of the single bonds, especially in the center of the molecule. MP2 is the only method that predicts a shortening of the terminal double bond. Again MP2 shows erratic behavior for the radicals, which is most likely due to spin contamination. The spin expectation value for C_{14}H_{16}^+ is 1.96 with MP2.

Comparing the geometries of C_{13}H_{15}^+ and C_{14}H_{16}^+ at CASSCF and pure DFT levels indicates that the first two bonds from the chain ends differ very little ~0.002 Å. In the center C_{14}H_{16}^+ shows slightly larger BLA. The maximum difference between any two bond lengths is 0.005 Å with both CASSCF and pure DFT. With DFT-hybrid, the trend is similar only the differences between C_{13}H_{15}^+ and C_{14}H_{16}^+ are larger. Thus DFT-hybrid seems to work fairly well for short polyene cation radicals. The spin expectation value for C_{14}H_{16}^+ is 0.92. Since spin contamination increases with chain length, DFT geometries were evaluated for longer oligomers. Bond lengths for open-shell C_{40}H_{40}^+ and closed-shell C_{40}H_{41}^+ are summarized in Figure 4 (pure DFT) and Figure 5 (DFT-hybrid). Like for the shorter systems, pure DFT predicts very similar geometries for cation and radical cation. In contrast, the hybrid functional yields a totally
different geometry for C_{49}H_{50}^{+} (filled symbols) at TDHF (diamonds), TDDFT-hybrid (squares), and pure TDDFT (triangles).

Odd-Numbered Closed-Shell Polyene Cations. The first issue of interest is the behavior of TDHF and TDDFT excitation energies with increasing chain lengths. In Figure 6 excitation energies of neutral polyenes (C_{6}H_{8}+C_{6b}H_{6}) and of monocations (C_{7}H_{7}+C_{6b}H_{7}^{+}) at TDHF, TDDFT-hybrid, and pure TDDFT levels are plotted versus chain length. In contrast to neutral polyenes, where the TDDFT excitation energies are too low and fall off too fast with increasing chain lengths, TDHF and TDDFT excitation energies and their chain length dependence are similar for cations. The difference between TDDFT-hybrid and TDHF excitation energies for C_{29}H_{51}^{+} is 0.21 eV as compared to 0.79 eV for neutral C_{49}H_{50}. Moreover, there is very little difference between results with the hybrid functional and with pure-TDDFT (0.09 eV). This is investigated in more detail in Figure 7, where TDDFT excitation energies are plotted vs chain lengths using TDDFT-hybrid, pure TDDFT on the hybrid geometry, and finally pure TDDFT on the pure DFT geometry. That the three curves lie almost on top of one another shows that HF exchange has little influence on TDDFT excitation energies and that the geometry does not influence the 1B_{u} excitation energies either. Thus TDHF and TDDFT, pure and hybrid, appear to be reliable for calculating 1B_{u} excitation energies of closed-shell cations even at long chain lengths.

Even-Numbered Open-Shell Polyene Cations. The preceding chapters have revealed that DFT geometries of open-shell systems have defect sizes which are too delocalized with DFT-hybrid. The comparison of excitation energies based on DFT-hybrid and pure DFT geometries for closed-shell cations has shown, however, that employing delocalized
pure DFT geometries does not influence the excitation energies very much (compare Figure 7). Therefore DFT-hybrid geometries were employed for the excited-state calculations.

In Figure 8 excitation energies at TDHF, TDDFT-hybrid, and pure TDDFT are presented for open-shell cations. The three methods find two excited states arising from the mixing of HOMO-SOMO and SOMO-LUMO transitions, as expected. However, TDHF predicts the correct order of oscillator strengths only for butadiene. For polyenes longer than butadiene, the lower energy excited state is intense and the higher one is weak. At the same time the energies of the two excited states are too close, underestimating the high-energy transition and overestimating the low-energy transition. The values deteriorate completely at longer chain lengths. In contrast, TDDFT, hybrid, and pure DFT, correctly predict lower oscillator strengths for the low-energy feature for short to medium sized polyenes up to C_{28}H_{50}^+. At C_{32}H_{54}^+ TDDFT-hybrid switches oscillator strengths of the two excited states. The dependence of oscillator strengths on chain lengths with hybrid and pure DFT functionals for even- and odd-numbered cations is shown in Figures 9 and 10.

It turns out that the crossover occurs with both TDHF and TDDFT-hybrid when the expectation value of the spin operator exceeds a value of 1. The value for a pure doublet state is 0.75. Thus, the relative oscillator strengths of the two transitions exchange when the wavefunction acquires increasing triplet character. As mentioned above, the two low-energy excitations of polyene cations arise from coupling between the transitions of α- and β-electrons with the opposite sign (dipole-forbidden) and with the same sign (dipole-allowed). Since a triplet has two electrons with the same spin, the mixing of α- and β-excitations with same signs is dipole-allowed and mixing with opposite signs is dipole-forbidden. The spin contaminated wavefunction can therefore not be applied for calculating excitation energies and oscillator strengths. Pure DFT has no problem with spin contamination. The spin expectation value increases very slowly and reaches only 0.80 for C_{56}H_{58}^+. No crossover between oscillator strengths occurs with pure TDDFT (Figure 10), confirming that the crossover is an artifact caused by spin-contamination.

In Figure 11 pure TDDFT excitation energies are compared with experiment and with MRMP results. Experimental data are measured by Bally et al. There are two sets of experimental data, parent polyene cations and tert-butyl capped systems. The weak absorption is very similar for both systems, but the strong peak occurs at lower energy for tert-butyl capped polyene cations. MRMP data are those of Kawashima et al. MRMP excitation energies reproduce experimental data for parent polyene cations very well. However, it should be kept in mind that experiments are done in matrix and that theoretical values are obtained in the gas phase. For neutral polyenes the solvent effect is 0.3–0.4 eV. Therefore one might expect accurate theoretical values to be a little higher than experimental ones. Interestingly,
the solvent effects for the butadiene and the hexatriene cations are reported to have opposite signs, increasing the excitation energy of butadiene but lowering the excitation energy of hexatriene by 0.2 eV.84

Pure TDDFT excitation energies for the low-energy transition agree very well with MRMP data (Table 3) and with experiment. All data sets fall on top of each other. For the high-energy feature there are larger differences. TDDFT predicts higher excitation energies than MRMP, but the difference is acceptable 0.4–0.5 eV. The chain length dependence compared to the end-capped systems is also reasonable, although there is a tendency of TDDFT excitation energies of falling off too fast. Thus TDDFT, which is the only theoretical method that can be applied to large open-shell systems, produces reasonable results compared to experiment and MRMP. (A note on the side: Since relative signs of \( R \)- and \( \pi \)-orbitals are random in unrestricted calculations, relative signs of \( R \)- and \( \pi \)-coefficients contributing to a certain excited state are also random. Thus the dipole allowed state might appear to be generated from the positive instead of the negative sign combination of \( \alpha \)- and \( \beta \)-excitations with TDDFT. Plotting of the orbitals reveals that the \( \alpha \)- and \( \beta \)-orbitals are mirror images of each other in such cases.)

In Figure 12 pure TDDFT excitation energies for closed and open-shell systems are plotted vs increasing number of CH units. In Figures 13 and 14 spectra are simulated for selected odd- and even-numbered polyene cations of comparable size. It is visible that excitation energies of the intense feature in open-shell and closed shell species are very similar when calculated with pure TDDFT. For instance, the excitation energies of the strong absorptions are 0.98 and 1.01 eV for \( C_{44}H_{46}^+ \) and \( C_{45}H_{47}^+ \), respectively. The same agreement was found for oscillator strength as shown in Figure 10. At all chain lengths the low-energy absorption has very small oscillator strength and is invisible in the spectra. For the longer species \( C_{40}H_{42}^+ \) and \( C_{41}H_{43}^+ \), additional features appear at the long wavelengths side of the main peak. That there are more such features with open-shell species might be due to slight differences in \( \alpha \)- and \( \beta \)-orbital energy differences in unrestricted calculations. Overall spectra of even- and odd-numbered cations are predicted to differ little, which means that closed-shell odd-numbered cations are indeed very good models for doped PA and can be used to avoid the problems with spin-contamination.

The almost complete cancellation of the oscillator strength of the weak absorption of open-shell cations can be understood by investigating the orbital energy levels for \( \alpha \)- and \( \beta \)-electrons. In Figures 15 and 16, DFT-hybrid \( \pi \)-orbital energies are plotted for closed-shell \( C_{13}H_{15}^+ \) through \( C_{101}H_{103}^+ \) and open-shell \( C_{10}H_{12}^+ \) through \( C_{48}H_{50}^+ \). In Figure 16, \( \beta \)-energy levels are slightly shifted right with respect to \( \alpha \)-energy levels. Short open-shell cations have very different energies for \( \alpha \)- and \( \beta \)-electrons, \( \beta \)-levels lying lower in energy. As the chain lengths increases, these energy differences decrease as the \( \beta \)-LUMO, the orbital from which the electron has been removed, merges with the \( \alpha \)-LUMO. Likewise the \( \alpha \)- and \( \beta \)-HOMO orbitals approach each other.

**Table 3.** TDDFT Excitation Energies in eV and Oscillator Strengths for Polyene Cations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( C_4H_6^+ )</th>
<th>( C_6H_8^+ )</th>
<th>( C_8H_{10}^+ )</th>
<th>( C_{10}H_{12}^+ )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E(1)</td>
<td>2.84 (2.43)</td>
<td>2.17 (1.98)</td>
<td>1.76 (1.69)</td>
<td>1.48 (1.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osc. strength</td>
<td>0.010 (0.011)</td>
<td>0.009 (0.015)</td>
<td>0.007 (0.022)</td>
<td>0.005 (0.022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E(2)</td>
<td>4.71 (4.16)</td>
<td>3.83 (3.32)</td>
<td>3.26 (2.88)</td>
<td>2.86 (2.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osc. strength</td>
<td>0.475 (0.626)</td>
<td>0.858 (0.998)</td>
<td>1.260 (1.380)</td>
<td>1.679 (1.706)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*MRMP values according to ref 15 are given in brackets.*
DFT-hybrid $\pi$-orbital energies for C$_{13}$H$_{15}^+$–C$_{101}$H$_{103}^+$.

Despite the energy differences between $\alpha$- and $\beta$-levels for short cations, the $\alpha$- and $\beta$-HOMO–LUMO gaps are almost identical at all chain lengths. Thus, like in closed-shell polyene cations, exciting $\alpha$- and $\beta$-electrons require similar energies. For this reason, excitations are produced by mixing both states in almost equal amounts at all chain lengths. The equal mixing leads to the almost complete cancellation of the oscillator strength of the dipole-forbidden state and the equal mixing leads to the almost complete cancellation of both states in almost equal amounts at all chain lengths. The energies. For this reason, excitations are produced by mixing both states in almost equal amounts at all chain lengths. The equal mixing leads to the almost complete cancellation of the oscillator strength of the dipole-forbidden state and the equal mixing leads to the almost complete cancellation of both states in almost equal amounts at all chain lengths.

Effect of Counterions. Depending on chain lengths of the polyene, energy levels of counterions may lie within the polyene band gap. For such systems, excitations from polyene to the counterions have very low energies but also low oscillator strengths. The main features in the UV-spectra oscillator strength at all chain lengths. For the longest odd-numbered systems, two additional $1\text{B}_2$ states reach oscillator strengths comparable to that of the $1\text{B}_2$ state. The first five $1\text{B}_2$ excitation energies are summarized for C$_{49}$H$_{51}^+$, C$_{69}$H$_{71}^+$, C$_{85}$H$_{87}^+$, and C$_{101}$H$_{103}^+$ at TDDFT-hybrid and pure TDDFT levels Table 4.

Although the $1\text{B}_2$ states of closed-shell cations have almost the same energies with TDDFT-hybrid and pure TDDFT, the energies of higher lying $1\text{B}_2$ states differ with both DFT methods. Pure DFT predicts these excitation energies to be between 0.23–0.75 eV lower in energy and their oscillator strengths to be larger. The differences decrease with increasing chain lengths. The reason for this difference seems to be that energy levels lie closer with pure DFT than with DFT-hybrid. Thus with pure TDDFT, the additional excited states become significant at shorter chain lengths. The only number for comparison, that is available for a higher lying excited state, is the $3\text{B}_2$ state of decapentaene, obtained with MRMP by Kawashima et al., which lies at 3.53 eV. For this state both DFT levels seem to work fine. Pure TDDFT predicts 3.52 eV, TDDFT-hybrid 3.73 eV ($S^2 = 0.86$). The pure TDDFT value is closer to the MRMP value, but one number is not sufficient to assess the performance of the two methods with certainty.

The decrease in energy of the higher $1\text{B}_2$ states with increasing chain lengths is consistent with the decrease in the spacing between energy levels (compare Figure 15). As the corresponding excitation energies are coming down, the corresponding states are becoming multiconfigurational. The first $1\text{B}_2$ state is still dominated by the HOMO–LUMO transition, but a second transition between HOMO-2 and LUMO gains importance with increasing chain length. 2 $1\text{B}_2$ is composed of two single electron transitions between HOMO-2 and LUMO and HOMO-1–LUMO+2. 3$1\text{B}_2$ is composed of two contributions, HOMO-1–LUMO+1 and HOMO–LUMO+2. The energy spacing between the three states is 0.21 and 0.11 eV for C$_{101}$H$_{103}^+$ with pure TDDFT and 0.30 and 0.37 eV with TDDFT-hybrid.

### Table 4. $1\text{B}_2$ Excitation Energies in eV and Oscillator Strengths (in Brackets) for C$_{49}$H$_{51}^+$, C$_{69}$H$_{71}^+$, C$_{85}$H$_{87}^+$, and C$_{101}$H$_{103}^+$ at TDDFT-Hybrid and Pure TDDFT Levels of Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C$<em>{49}$H$</em>{51}^+$</th>
<th>C$<em>{69}$H$</em>{71}^+$</th>
<th>C$<em>{85}$H$</em>{87}^+$</th>
<th>C$<em>{101}$H$</em>{103}^+$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1\text{B}_2$ hybrid</td>
<td>1.03 (9.29)</td>
<td>0.79 (11.65)</td>
<td>0.68 (11.94)</td>
<td>0.58 (10.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pure</td>
<td>0.94 (7.70)</td>
<td>0.68 (8.34)</td>
<td>0.55 (7.92)</td>
<td>0.44 (7.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2\text{B}_2$ hybrid</td>
<td>1.70 (0.37)</td>
<td>1.26 (1.20)</td>
<td>1.05 (2.60)</td>
<td>0.88 (5.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pure</td>
<td>1.19 (1.60)</td>
<td>0.89 (3.72)</td>
<td>0.75 (5.39)</td>
<td>0.65 (6.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3\text{B}_2$ hybrid</td>
<td>2.06 (0.08)</td>
<td>1.68 (0.08)</td>
<td>1.47 (0.01)</td>
<td>1.25 (0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pure</td>
<td>1.31 (0.39)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.24)</td>
<td>0.86 (2.05)</td>
<td>0.76 (2.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4\text{B}_2$ hybrid</td>
<td>2.43 (0.33)</td>
<td>1.84 (0.42)</td>
<td>1.56 (0.53)</td>
<td>1.38 (0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pure</td>
<td>1.76 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.27 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.03 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5\text{B}_2$ hybrid</td>
<td>2.61 (0.60)</td>
<td>2.04 (0.99)</td>
<td>1.77 (1.35)</td>
<td>1.59 (2.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pure</td>
<td>1.93 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.43 (0.08)</td>
<td>1.18 (0.24)</td>
<td>1.02 (0.48)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are the same interchain excitations as in the absence of counterions in all systems investigated. Thus the effect of the counterions on the spectra is indirect, influencing geometric and electronic structures and therefore transition energies and oscillator strengths of the polyenes. In Table 5 excitation energies of C\textsubscript{41}H\textsubscript{43}\textsuperscript{+}, C\textsubscript{69}H\textsubscript{71}\textsuperscript{+}, and C\textsubscript{101}H\textsubscript{103}\textsuperscript{+} are compared with those of the corresponding naked cations. In Figure 17 spectra are simulated for C\textsubscript{101}H\textsubscript{103}\textsuperscript{+} and C\textsubscript{101}H\textsubscript{103}\textsuperscript{+}. In all cases there is a blue shift due to the presence of a counterion. The energies of the first allowed transitions in the presence of the counterion differ by up to 0.10 eV from those of the naked cations. The differences are a little larger for the higher energy transitions. The main difference between complexes and cations is that the oscillator strengths of the first transitions decrease and those of the higher energy transitions increase in the presence of counterions. Thus the maximum absorption shifts to shorter wavelengths.

Counterions have a localizing effect on geometry and electronic structure. To separate the two effects, the counterions were removed from the complexes, and spectra were recalculated for the cations employing the geometries of the complexes. For C\textsubscript{41}H\textsubscript{43}\textsuperscript{+} the delocalized pure-DFT geometry was used in addition. The data are included in Table 5. Using the delocalized pure-DFT geometry does not change the spectrum compared to the one based on the DFT-hybrid structure. Using the geometries of the complexes leads to a slight red-shift of the first peak and an increase in oscillator strength of the higher lying peaks. In Figure 18 spectra of C\textsubscript{101}H\textsubscript{103}\textsuperscript{+} with different geometries are compared. The difference between the spectra with localized and delocalized defects is not dramatic. The first allowed peak is red-shifted by 0.06 eV, and the oscillator strengths of peaks four increase while those of peaks 1, 2, and 3 decrease. This result suggests that electron phonon coupling is not crucial to explain the spectral changes during doping. The bigger change occurs in the electronic structure and is caused by the presence of the counterion as can be seen in Figure 17.

The last entry in Table 5 for C\textsubscript{101}H\textsubscript{103}\textsuperscript{+} should resemble the excitation energies of a lightly doped isolated PA chain quite well. Therefore the spectrum of C\textsubscript{101}H\textsubscript{103}\textsuperscript{+} is compared to the TDHF spectrum typical for neutral polyenes in Figure 19. TDHF \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) values of neutral polyenes converge to \(\sim 2.2\) eV. The \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) values for example are 2.24 eV for

![Figure 17. UV-spectra of C\textsubscript{101}H\textsubscript{103}\textsuperscript{+} and of C\textsubscript{101}H\textsubscript{103}Cl\textsubscript{3} with pure TDDFT.](image)

![Figure 18. UV-spectra of C\textsubscript{101}H\textsubscript{103}\textsuperscript{+} at its optimized geometry and at the geometry of C\textsubscript{101}H\textsubscript{103}Cl\textsubscript{3} after removing the counterion with pure TDDFT.](image)

![Figure 19. Comparison of the spectrum predicted with pure-TDDFT for C\textsubscript{101}H\textsubscript{103}Cl\textsubscript{3} and that for neutral polyenes obtained with TDHF.](image)
Conclusions

In this investigation the theoretical level necessary to obtain excitation energies of closed- and open-shell polyene cations with up to 101 CH units was established, and spectral features of polyene monocations were examined in the absence and in the presence of a Cl⁻ counterion.

- Comparison of CASSCF, MP2, and DFT methods shows that geometries of closed-shell polyene cations can be obtained with DFT-hybrid functionals (30% of HF exchange) with the same accuracy as with MP2. This holds with respect to bond lengths alternation and defect size. For even-numbered open-shell cations, spin-contamination increases with increasing chain lengths with the DFT-hybrid functional and leads to deterioration of the results. Pure DFT is consistent for closed- and open-shell systems, but BLA is too small since double lengths are too large.

- Potential energy surfaces of polyene cations are very flat. The energy differences per repeat unit for structures with localized and delocalized defects are so small that the MP2 level of theory is probably not sufficient to determine the accurate defect size. Defect sizes are expected therefore to depend strongly on environmental effects, such as counterions, medium, and crystal packing.

- For excited-state calculations of closed-shell cations, TDDFT gives reliable values that do not deteriorate at long chain lengths like for neutral species. Pure DFT and DFT-hybrid lead to very similar excitation energies for the first allowed excited state. Higher lying excited states are obtained at lower energy with pure DFT than with DFT hybrid.

- Because of spin-contamination, hybrid functionals lead to qualitatively wrong oscillator strengths for open-shell polyene cations longer than 28 CH units. Pure DFT gives similar results for open- and closed-shell cations at all chain lengths and compares well with experiment and MRMP for butadiene through decapentaene cations.

- The lowest allowed excited state has the same energy and the same oscillator strength for odd- and even-numbered polyene cations. The weak feature that occurs only for open-shell systems has low oscillator strength at all chain lengths. Thus odd-numbered polyene cations are good models for PA.

- With increasing chain lengths additional allowed states with high oscillator strengths and only slightly higher energies are predicted. This might lead to a broad absorption or several very closely spaced features in the UV spectrum of lightly doped PA. Conjugation lengths of about 40–50 CH units are required for these high additional transitions to achieve significant oscillator strengths.

- Countershows a localizing effect and decrease the size of the defect by about 40 CH units in the longest system considered here with 101 CH units. The defect is still predicted to be about 40 CH units wide. There is a midgap state for long polyene cations in the absence of countershows when the defect spreads over 80 CH units. Thus defect localization is not necessary for producing a midgap state.

- The energies of the first five excited states of polyene cations are practically independent of the geometry used. The sub-band transition in polyene cations is obtained in structures with localized and delocalized defects at the same energy. Thus the sub-band feature in doped PA seems to be due to changes in the electronic rather than in the geometric structure.

- Localization influences oscillator strengths, shifting intensity from the HOMO–LUMO transition to higher lying excited states. This trend is further enhanced when a counterion is included explicitly. Excitations between polyene cation and counterion have low oscillator strengths.
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